
 
Newsletter 3/2020 (July 2020) 

 

Dear SITEX_Network members 
This third newsletter is distributed (hopefully) after a serious worldwide SARS-cov-2 pandemic with lockdown 
nearly everywhere and with strong consequences on social life and habits.  As a consequence, everybody’s time 
table got mixed up even our plans for the next newsletter which should include some announcements about the 

SITEX_Network program for this year. However, still up to now, no detailed announcement for meetings, 
conferences, etc. is possible unless it includes “provisional dates”…   Maybe therefore a somewhat different 

newsletter; and remember feedback to this newsletter is welcome! 
Thank you! Wilfried 

 
R&D related activities 

Several SITEX.Network members were busy with EURAD 2nd wave proposal preparation besides 
videoconference type EURAD WP meetings. Special thanks to Valéry, who played a key role in the EURAD MB 

as the TSO coordinator of TSOs representatives, and the other two TSO representatives, Ference and Markus, as 
well as to Elisabeth Salat (IRSN) at the PMO for the TSOs, “fighting” for TSOs interests during the 2nd wave 

preparation phase.  
Another somewhat strange experience for some of us (Nadia, Frederic and myself) was the Annual BEACON 

meeting. Instead of Liege University, SKYPE hosts the meeting with more than 60 participants. Agenda, screen 
sharing and presentations were well organized, but something was missing -  detailed information on the ongoing 
work during coffee breaks, especially for us as members of the Expert Advisory Review Board (EARB) in charge 

of giving good advice for the final year of the EU project.  
Corona was also the reason for Frederic to postpone the start of the activity on benchmarking of safety reviewing 
approaches to our next annual meeting, foreseen in November 2020. Luckier with the situation were Muriel and 

Nadja, having distributed the literature about deep borehole disposal to several volunteers for review. Those 
having very likely more time for their reviews due to less business trips and meetings, hopefully. 

 
Training 

The postponed training course organized together with ENSTTI could be held just before Corona took over. A big 
effort by all members was necessary to organize and finally hold the course in March 2020. Nine attendees joint 

this first SITEX_Network course. They were impressed from the course and gave very positive comments on the 
course, encouraging us to go on with such training activities. To finally have enough participants for the course, 
additional financial support by members and SITEX_Network, which was agreed on by MB, was necessary. But 

the success paid! Now we face the continuation on how; again an introductory course for interested organisations, 
which had to cancel their participation because of Corona, or going on with the second module, which has to be 

setup and organized or both end of this year / beginning of next year …? 
Several SITEX_Network members and SITEX_Network was asked to answer a EURAD questionnaire on 

“training needs”. The answers were organized by Jitka on behalf of SITEX; some members answered for their 
organisations too.  

 
Interaction will civil society 

As far as I know (or was told), Corona was responsible for physical distancing so that no big events could be hold 
and business not as usual took place. The “European Roundtable on information and public participation  

in the field of Radioactive Waste Management (RWM)” has been postponed to 14-15 January 2021. 
 

Communication  
Early 2020, when Corona was not on the table, SITEX_Network MB organised videoconferences within monthly 
cycles using the GoToMeeting license of BelV. This to improve internal communication without additional costs. 

So, we were well prepared for the Corona Lockdown what concerns the use of video conferencing tools…  
 

Management 
Several video MBMs took place until Corona slowed down activities a bit. Contributions to EURAD 2nd wave 

TSO proposals were discussed and forwarded. An ongoing topic was on how to proceed with “open membership 
candidates”, with one very interested candidate from Canada, Andrew McAllister (CNSC/CCSN). On “the dark 

side of the moon”, ENERGIAKLUB quit membership, after having not paid membership fee for all the time being 
member, several requests for paying their fee by MB, ENRGIAKLUB internal discussions and their “new 

positioning” related to SITEX_Network membership. Still a topic: Bank account use from extern France members 
as for example for our treasurer Nadja.  

 



 
Conferences/Meetings 

Eurosafe2019, 4-5 Nov.2019, Cologne, Germany – proceedings at  https://www.eurosafe-forum.org/eurosafe2019   
SITEX.Network General Assembly 3, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 19-20 November 2019 – minutes delayed 

WS on “How to integrate geochemistry at affordable costs into reactive transport for large-scale systems”, 
Dresden, Germany (Feb.2020) – Book of abstracts at 

https://www.hzdr.de/db/Cms?pOid=59353&pNid=227&pLang=en  
Clay Conference, Nancy France, 8-11 June 2020 - postponed to 14 -17 June 2021, same location 

Goldschmidt, Honolulu, HI, USA, 21-28 June 2020 – virtual  https://goldschmidt.info/2020/virtualConference   
EURAD Roadmap Engagement Session 2, 1 pm, Tuesday, July 2q 2020 - https://www.ejp-eurad.eu/events/eurad-

roadmap-engagement-session-2  
One day course “Introductory course on EURAD and Radioactive Waste Management” (open to everyone 

involved in EURAD), September 14th 2020 – info at  https://www.ejp-eurad.eu/events/one-day-course-
introductory-course-eurad-and-radioactive-waste-management  

First annual event of EURAD, which was planned for 15th-17th September 2020 is postponed to 16th-18th March 
2021 

EURAD third General Assembly, 15th September 2020 morning via videoconference 
ASCERI Winter-Atomiade, Avoriaz, France, March 2020,  https://www.asceri.eu/en/events/upcoming-

events/290-2020-14th-winter-atomiade-avoriaz-france-3  – cancelled  
10. Hofbräuhuusfest, Alte Trotte Remigen Switzerland, May 2020 www.fvremigen.ch – cancelled 

Mallorca tennis week by Sportclub PSI, June 2020 https://sportclub-psi.ch/ – cancelled 
 «Oktoberfest Munich 2020» – postponed to 2021 

 

Wilfried /SG 
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